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THE AUSTRALIAN LAW REFORM COMMISSION

I have half an hour in which ~o cover -a number of related topics which are of

great complexity but which will become of increasing importance in Australia's private

hospitals and for the medical and para-medical staffs who man them. The theme of Your

Congress is 'Into the Ffi~ure" Well, thetis the business I am in.- Taking ou~ laWS,' OUf

lawmakers and the legal profession into the future may be harder even than the job that

faces your profession. Occasionally, in my more frustrated moments, I wish there were

available a beneficial anaesthesia which could be administered, to overcome the attitudes,

red tape and other impediments that stand in the way of prompt law. reform. That will not

be. Accordingly, reforms must be justified in the open and piloted through thepotitfcaJ

process. Ina sense, that is why I am here today·: t.o tell you' oisome of the work of the

Law Reform.· Commission as it may affect your discipline.

Let me say,. first of all, a few things about the Commission itself. It is a

permanent authority. established by theCommonwe.altlJ ParlialTl~nt c t~ ,help,., the

.Commonwealth Attorney:-General,and Parliament with ._wha~·1_I11igl1t'-f;.~ll_th~·Tt?~ hard

basket' of large and difficult,problems. Though it is a permanent instjtllti9:n it isa small

one. There are 11 C.ommissioners, .four of thelTl' fUll-time.,'TJ:lece -.is...B r_l:;!~e!lr.p:h staf,f -of

eight. The· Commiss!~n is established in :;;y.dney. At any.. given_~im~. i~. iE;.-,wo):'~il)g o~ l;ibqut

eight major projects. of national law ~eform•.The Com~issipn_,re,~e.y,~~JUt t~~ks f~om the

. Federal Attorney-General. It may .not. initi~te it:s own prqgr~J11,?e. In.~l1is...~ay,- it works

upon projects of legal reform which have be~n_.identified as n~_c~ssary by the elected

representatives of the people. Because all save one of the Commissioners
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are lawyers, the practice has been developed of collecting an -interdisciplinary team of

consultants to help in every project. The Commission publishes tentative suggestions for

reform in discussion papers which are .distributed.for eXpert "and pUblic comment. The

issu~s are then debated in the public media and exposed in seminars and .public hearings

throughout Australia. In its six years of operation, the Commission has reported on a wide

range of topics from -complaints against police and criminal investigation, to Breathalyzer

laws, insolvency 'laws, defamation law reform, reform of the law of insurance, the rules

that should govern the census, the principles controlling the sentencing of convicted

Federal offenders and so on.. The proposals of the Commission have been adopted into law

both at a Federal and State level in Australia.

A number of our reports have seen close co-operation between the lawyers of

the Commission and the Australian medical, hospital and nursi~g professions. We were

asked, for example, to devise a l~w which should govern'human'tissue··transplantation. In

that project, the Commission h~d the participation of Sir Zelman Cowen and Sir Gerard

Brennan, two of Australia's finest lawyers. The report faced many hard questions. When

delivered, it was praised in the British Medical Journal and the Lancet•. The draft

legislation .attached to the report has been adopted, in sUbstance, in three Australian

J"urisdiction's. I u'nderstaJid that it is shortly to be adopted in another State.- It is under

consideration in the rest. This 'report shows What can -be done in law reform by

co-op~ra-tioh .between ~,tors and lawyers of top talent and by participation of the

generaYcommuriity. ,The Australian Law Reform Commission is a catalyst for action by

short":t'ernr parl1a.:men"ts. It helps our political representatives 'to face -profoi.md~-long-term.

problem's~

ISSUES RELEVANT TO HOSPITALS

A .ni1Jllber of the Commission's projects are relevant t6 the concerns of pri~a.te

hospitals and the medical and para-medical staff of those hospitals. 1 mention foiJr

examples:

The report on Criminal Investigation :dealt in detail with the rules which should

govern the powers of entry, search and seizure by Federal police. I

The project on privacy protection, which is still currerit, is concerned with the,

regime which should govern personal data, includ~ng medical and hospital records, ," .

as "more and more of these data are computerised and as the old intimacy of the

"medical relationship is diminished in the search for greater efficiency and economy

in the use of medical and hospital records.
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Our project on child welfare laws in the A.C.T., upon which we are about to report,

has"required us to consider the question of compulsory reporting of suspected cases

of child abuse. The duty of confidentiality to the patient may be diminished by a

duty compulsorily _to report particular diseases or suspected signs such as -child

abuse. Without such a report~ a mul~ti-disciplinary attack on the problem may never

be pos~ible.2

Finally, oUr current inquiry, directed towards the development of a Federal law of

evidence for- the Federal courts in Australia, requires us to re-examine the sc!'pe of

professional privilege, ,including that f.or the doctor and other health care provider.

Should courts-of law in criminal and civil cases suffer no barrier to tt~e disclosure

of aU relevant facts in the search for truth? Or ,should the laws of evidence" and

other.-rules, acknowledge that there are competing social.interests which,.'ev.en, at

the loss of the discovery of truth, must be uphe;ld, forexamplei_' to. defend

confidences shared with a professional health provider.

PRIVACY LAW REFORM: PATIENTS' ACCESS TO 'RECORDS?

The Commission is now moving towards the completion of its report on:pr:ivacy:

protection laws at a .Federallevel in Australia. We hope to have our report ~ompleted by

the end of the year~ In order to' foems public debate, we produlced" two discussion papers

dealing' with ·a whole range of dangers to privacy in the modern Australian community.

The first, Privacy and Intrusions3, dealt with such matters as:

~he growing power of government intrusions by way of statutory authority to enter,

search,and·seize property;

the ·growing capacity of surveillance inherent in the facility ()f telephonic

interception, listening devices, optical scrutiny and so on; and

unregulated areas of private intrusion which cause concern, includ~ng tel~phone

canvassing, direct mail advertising, the sale of address lists and so on.

The second discussion,"paper, Privacy ·and Personal Information~,-.is_of m()r~,imm~diate

relevance to this audience t;lnd,of,'greater long-:term s,ignificance. Jt _de{l1s;..abov.Et:a~,-w.i-t~

the potential danger to privacy ar'ising ·frorn the·· growingcomputeris,at{ofJ;of:-personat

information. It sugg.ests new laws for the. security of personal :infprma.tion;}or JJ:1~. rules. by

which information may be kept end the duration of its maintenance. It also' suggests a

general statutory right of access to personal information about oneself
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with exceptii:ms·-deariy provided r'or·-by-Iaw. n. is this "right:- wh~ch has- formed the care of

overseasprivacy'pfotection laws'-in -North America and-Westeril.. ,Et.lrope.-lt -is aright that

is alreaay [jartly embraced by- the Freedom of Infor"matian Bill which .is passing through

the Federal Par1iament~ It is justifi.ed on the baSis that the indivichmlo·ught normally to be

able to see how :the:computer sees him'in~order that err.ors ma:y:be 'corrected,.out-of-date

information removed or explained and unfair material- annotatedw-ith the sUbject's own

version of events.

Since the Law-Reform CommissIon pUblished its propos~lsalong this line, most

Australians have supported in principl~ thufregime of openness. It is when it comes to the

application of the principle 'to their" particular p'ersonal 'information- system that the

problems start;, 'It is suggested -that there -must be exceptions for national security and

defence material~' -That appears jUi;t~ It 'is" suggested that there must, ,be exceptions- for

police "'information~ 'Obviously disclosing' informers would, destroy the source of

information and much police effectiveness.-Tt is -suggested that the professional

confidences of.lawyers must be excluded. It is also suggested that medical and hospital

records must be omitted from th~ new regime. Otherwise, it 'is said; -vital information may

not 'be recorded for fear" of damaging -the personal ,relationship between the health care

provider and the patient.

In the Unite~ States, the -general rule"has been adopted -by law that federally

aided hospitals must give patients access to their hospital records. Many objections were

raised to this notion when it was first introduced. Some objections relateq'tothe. costs.

Others raised issues of principle. However, in addition to the Federal laws granting'

patient' access,S: number of States' of the United;States have now adopted the same

principle, giying the patient a right to inspect -and in some instances obtain' copy of his

hospital record. Colorado, for example, 8p'plies it,:;- statute not only to 'hospital rec6rCls but

to records held by private physicians', psychologists and psychiatrists. Some States exclude

psychiatric records. Some cover only hospital records. In some cases the hospital

authorities determine how much of the medical record - the patients may 'see. The

experience of Federal hospitals under the Privacy Act of the United States would appear

to allay fears about the nurribe'r of' requests', 'for pa~ientaccess and, the costs of

admin~tering such access. At, a Federal leve~, with ,a total estimated hospital patient

population of 5 million, requests by patients for records from the Bureau of Medical

Services numbered 'only about 3,000 in -the first three years.
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One consideration which has sparked the ·calls for changes in the law on this

subject is the enormous increase in the bulk of personal medical and hospital information

held in" our society. Until the last War, most health information was confidential and

securely kept by a local family physician in a sole practice.. In circumstances such as

these, the 'total medical record was goenerally little more than a small c.ard with ·entries

showing the dates of visits., medications prescribed and charges. Security, confidentiality

and privacy were protected by this system. The physician was usually able to elaborate

intimate private details of the patientfs medical Bnd emotional condition from the 'safe

crevices of his mind'. A recent report of the Unite9 States Privacy Study Protection

Commission puts this modern problem in these words:

In contrast, a' modern hospital medical record may easily run to 100 pages. The

record ofa family physician may still hold information on ailments and modes

of treatment, but also now note t~e patient's personal habits,. social

relationships and th~- physician's evaluation of the' patient's attitudes and

preferences, often in -extensive detail.

That abuse can occur is clearly demonstrated in the same United States report. It _points

out that:

H~spital reco~$lS are routinely available to hospital employees on request. Most

of these people are medical profeSsionals who need such access in order. to ~o

their jobs, but 'not all of them are. Besides the ,physicians, psycholog.ists, nurses,

social workers, therap'ists ·and other licensed or certified medical pract~tioners.

and para-professionals, there are nearly always medical stUdents and "other.

people in training programmes conducted either by the medical-c_~re in~titu~i~n .

itself or- affiliated with the i.nstitu~ion. These people, too, .,have access to

medical records for training or job-related· purposes, _as, do n911""Pr9f~~ion~1

~mployees .and voluntary workers.

Attention is 'drawn t() one C:ase ,in 1976 where a.-firm- was establishedin·-Denverprecisely

to provide'a variety of-investigative services by the, surreptitious -acquisi,tion-;ofc';.medical

record information from hospitals and physicians. It-was' then:sold-toJilvestigators and

lawyers for a variety of purposes. One of the sources ,of information .was-a hospital

employee. A Grand Jury condemned the lJ.axity'of.· hosl?ital'-'security,measures~~~The

question we have to ask is- Whether: this kind 'or-'abuse c.ould' happen or has: happened .here:in

Australia. The Hospital and Allied- Services Advisory Council wasconcernedthat~it could.
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There: are other' problems.' In -,addition. to.;" the. hurgeoning ,gr.9wtry ,of.. medical

hospital.r-ecards- no~,at>etted increasingly :by cOl)1p~,ter~ation.~The ob~igatioT). to answer

subpoenas,.-:the :increasing .inquiries by insurers. and .,researchers al1-pr?curejn~ormation

which''''would formerly have been thought:strictly- private and. confidential._Th~ list of

notifiable 'diseases-and conduct expands.- ..The, :reasons for securing ;.this- information

increase 'in ourinterdei;lendent societ~'·" Again;- itisuseftiLto' look at the ,United States

report: -

There are few -statisties,.indicating the Qoumber 'of requests- for medical-record

information that are not directly related to the' delivery,-of <medical, care, but

testimony 'before the Commission 'suggests that the number· is high. For

example; the direetor of the"medical reeo~d dep.artment -ofa_'SOO-bed·university

teaching' -hospital testified 'that "he' receives."'an;.;estimated 2,700 requests for

medical record information· each month, some 34% of: them from- -third, party

payers,-37% from otl)er physicians,' 8% in -the.for:mof subpoenas ,and-2l96 from

other 'hospitals, attorneys and miscellaneous' sources~", The :attor.ney for the

[Mayo Clinic] testified that the clinic ,receives an estimated 3-00,000 requests

for m-edical -record information a year;--'Some:'88%' -of -them patient-initiated

requests relating to claims for reimbursement by health insurers.

Modern· hospit-aladminisJ!rators, whether in pUblic or private hospitals, large or small
f

hospita:ls;"computerised"or manual hospitals, anxious to uphold at least sufficient privacy

so as 'not tOdamage"the_ 'uustirig"relationship -that is vital for proper -health' care _of the

comriltinity~ -'must' 'B.'ttend to' 'these cOncerns. The -Unite~ States President'sr.eport on

privacy 'recofurriend-ed':~anyri~w laws to protect privacy in United' States- medical and

hospitalhealth care-.:::These- prcip'osiils arose from,that Commission's ,conclusion that:

'Themedic&l care'. relationship in America today jsbecoming -dangerously fragile

as the basis for an _expectation - of confidentiality with respect to records

generated in that relationship is undermined more and _more. -A legitimate,

enforceable expectation of :confidentiality.' that, will hold: up under tl:1~

revolutionary -changes- "nowt-eking. place, in __ medical care BI:ld -medical

record-keeping needs to be created.

Expectations of confidentiality .upheld by the law and rights of patients to,-have_ac~ess to_"

hospital records (sometimes through intermediaries) would se~m to be the direc:tion jn

which future Australian privacy -laws affecting your profession will move.
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EVIDENCE LAW REFORM :..VlEW FROM THE WITNESS BOX?

Now, let me change tack to a related but different topic. I refer to our inquiry

into the law of" eVidence in Federal courts in Australia. Such an inquiry may seem remote

to the concerns of your Conference and to hospital care. But it is not. It is a matter upon

which the Commission, with small resources, is at the threshold of very important

decisions. They are decisions which will affect your operations and we will be glad for

your participation in them.

Until now; in Australia, Federal courts have applied the law of evidence of the

State in which- they happen to be sitting. The growth in the number of Federal courts, the

expansion in their importance and jurisdiction and the ease of modern travel may make it

important to develop a single new law of evidence applicable throughout the country in

those courts. This was done in· the United States in 1975. The resulting Federal Rules of

Evidence "have been adopted nQt only at a Federal level" but also now in about half the

States of the,United States. Our-inquiries may lead to similar changes in Australia. It is

therefore important that we get ·our--conclusions right.

On this subject too, the Commission has issued a discussion paper inviting pUblic

and expert comment. Among -the questions 'raised by the discussion paper are the

procedures -we adopt in the taking of evidence in court, the adversary trial and the very

purpose of the courtroom trial. Should courts be searching for the truth? Or shOUld they

have no greater duty than to solve the issue in controvery brought to them by the parties:

whether the Crown or private litigants?

I imagine that there are many serving in hospita~ throughout Australia,

whether in the medical profession or otherwise, .who have come to give evidence -at court

and been struck by the procedure,s which lawyers adopt. A frequent complaint made by

witnesses is that they simply cannot hear what is going on in court. 'The' jUdge and the

barristers, 'repeatplayers' in the- courtroom drama, know what they are about.-Though" the

courtroom:is giveri "to' the .public, the'lawyers do not always conduct themselves' in such a
way that they can"'be heard" throughout the courtroom.'· So~etimes,.when,-the"'drama is

raised, of course,'< the :part~cipants'can;be heard beyond the courtr.oom.c:But'often the

muted exchanges between the Bench and the"Bar-table'get lost and parties,w-itnesses and

mere observers get forgotten in the la~yerstendeavourefficietJ.tly.- to despatch:· the court's

business. It is vital, as' it seems to me, that courts should not only normally_ be open to the

pUblic but ~hat the public should be" -able to hear, and if possible· to .understand, -what is

going on. Some jUdg.es make it their business, especially when members' of the general

public are present, to ensure that this' principle is, observed.
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In 'the 'past, reforms.of the -law'-of eviden'ce have- ·bee~ ..very much lawyers'

business. JUdges, practitioners and law teachers haVe battled away for this view or that.

Should spouses be able to give-evidence for "the proSecution aga'instanother spouse? Should

they be exempt --from that embarrassment or compellable or merely permitted if they

choose? ShOll,Id children's complaints in. criminal cases' require 'corroboration to: 'be

acceptable? S~10uld unsworn evidence from the dock ber'permitted in- a criminal tr'isI? Or

should this historieal relic of the time when the crim'ina}'-accused could not given evidence

at all, be abolished as it has beEm in Western Australia and New Zealarid?-

There. are many similar questions that are raised by our: inqu'iry in~o evidence

law, some -of them -originating from the growing computeris-ation:-ofrecords and the'need

to modify -the·strong]y oral tradition of-·the· trial" system which we have inherited from

Britain.

A re-cent- stUdy-in Ca!.1ada is reported -to have shown a deep-seated prejUdice in

the legal profession against -research aDout·how the law: actually operates. This-prejudice

was explained by a research director in the following terms:

Amongst practising lav,:yers, there seems' to' be a lack of understanding of

fundamental res~arch.There -is'an overwhelming pragmatism •••• L.awexists if it

can .be ,applied in the courts and if a· judge will accept it. Research into

sp,eculative .areas is not so much law but something else. The problem is, that

legal-· education does not encourage l8:wyers to [researchl. The- medical

profession went through, a similar'- crisis many years ago before. attitudes

changed. Now there is a lot of medical reSearch that does or that does not

produce_-,anyimmediate apparent benefit to the doctor' in -his office. Yet the

doc torts attitude towards research is po,:;itive.5

Attitudes amongst lawyers in Australia to .research of -this kind may not be

aitogetherdifficlllt from' those in Canada.· The' Australian Law Reform Commission has

frequently found scepticismand'even frank opposition to 'research about how the law

actually'operates in practice~ Weare-not,deflected by this opposition because ,it is vital

that law reforms which are to last should be based upon a thorough-going understanding of

the ac:tual operation of the legal system in practice. It should take into account the views

of those who, will be the -subject of ,the law, the 'law consumers' if you like. In the field of

evidence law reform, the subjects of changes to the laws of evidence are, potentially,

every member of society. Relatively few people will get through life without going- to

court as a witness, as a litigant or as an observer. It is therefore important, in a society

increasingly well educated and demanding rationality in its laws and legal procedures, that

the laws of evidence should have regard to the perceptions of what is fair that exist in the

community generally.
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It is for that reason that we are keen to add to the view of evidence law reform

that will be received from expert lawyer, jUdge, psychologist and policeman" the

percel?tions from the witness box. It is vital that we get the assistance of witnesses,

inclUding expert witnesses fr.om hospitals" from the medical profession and otl1er br~nch~s
or the health care professions, who 'come to court and have ,vieYls aQ9ut the

appropriateness of what they find there wben they arrive. The manner in .whic.}l. ,expert

testimony is received, tested and evaluated in our courts, is an obvious example. The

procedures ..for. the subpoena- gf documents is another. The way in wh,ich eVidenc~ must

oy~rwhelmingly be given by oral testimony in court, with busy witnesses waitinK often

long and unexplained intervals' for the convenience of the court, is yet another. In Europe

mUch more business in the cOl!r-troom ,is doneon written material. The_writtell word,f!'ay

be read on average fOUf times more quickly _t1)anoral testimony may, ~e giv~n. It involves

less inconvenience to witnesses. Yet it is impossible to cross-examine a written page. The

opportunit¥ to scrutinise and test -in.open court by adversarial procedures the evidence of

witnesses has ~ong been held to~be a key -virtue- of our trial·system. AG\?rman-judge has

written a paper for the Legal Convention to be held in Hobart in the. r:text few days. He

asserts that the trial- system D,t Engla~9, and -AusJralia,'.when compared to the _jucHcial

inquiry, systeITl of 'courts in Europe,_ 'is: -a ';B.,olls ~Royce compared to a ldustyVolkswagen-'.; But

he asks the significant question: how many of us can afford a Rolls Royce and when do we

need a RojJs Royce in preference to a Volkswagen'?

;7
PROFESSIONAL CONFIDENTIALITY

I have said that the Law Reform Commission is looking at the subject of

evidence law reform with a view to. basing its _proposals upon an understanding -o~ how

things actually operate. One of the issues before us is one upon Which you may be_ able to

help. Until now, in most parts of Australi.a ,a communication. by 8: person to a~O:CtDr or

other health care,provjder-is not generally pr~tected from disclosure to a court of law.

Exceptions to this_general rule exist under the Evidence Act of Victoria, Tasmania,-apd th'e

Northern Territory7, but even in those jurisdictions medical -confidences must be

disclosed to 'criminaL-courts. The priVilege-does not apply.in civil proceedings where -the

sanity of the patient -is in, issue. Furthermore, it exists only in respect of,a communication

with ·,a' medical, practitioner. All courts seek to ·avoid invasions of confidential

communications. But in point,of law, the protection of a patient's confidences in Australia

rests on shaky ground. It is not so in the United States where most of the States prOVide a

legally enforceable protection against non-eonsensual disclosure, even to a court, of a

patient's intimate health details.
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One of the questions we must .ask in the Law Reforrn Com,~issionTsinquiry is

whether we should:godown the same-track as the United States.-.-

The argUments for 'the extension to patients -of a privilege"akin,to' that enjoyed

by lawyers' clients' are -based in parton matters 'of--principle and-ethics and 'in parton a

practical consideration of maximising the" effectiveneSs of the health care relationship:

The ethical ·obligation of health care providers is ancient~ Patients reveal

info'tmation at times when they 'are vulnerable ana highly dependent;-

'Other relationships 'sllchas lawyer and client or police and informera,re no more

important thail the relationship 'of health:'care provider and doctor•.

Unless people suffering fr.om illness can approach their doctors with a guarantee of

'confidentiality, theymay.withholdinformation.

On the- other ~ hand; opponents of the grant 'of-a especial legal protection for health

confidences have listed a number of important considerations that must be weighed:

Courts should generally have access to aU relevant facts to help them to a just

resolution of theis~lj"esbefore them•
./

The ,categories of absolute privilege are few' and should not be expanded. An

attempt -t6 expand the categories to journalists against the ,disclosure of their

sQurces:was-recently defeated in the United States and in Britain.

If the health care -- relationship were privi!eged, it would not stop there. Bankers,

insurers; accountants -and :others receiving confidential information would seek 'an

extension to them.

'Although some protection exists;.-in some parts of Australia, there is no evidence

that 'the lack of an enforceable'health privilege against 'non-consensual disclosure

has diminished the capacity of doctors and hospitals in those jurisdictions where

the privilege does not exist, to provide assistance.
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NEED FOR DATA: AN APPEAL FOR HELP

To assist the ev~lua.tion of these arguments for and against a health care

. privilege in courtrooms, the Law Reform Commission has appealed for information On the

practical operation of the current law. The kind of information we need is as follows:

Cases where health care providers have been forced .unwillingly to disclose medical

confidences with serious consequences for the relationship with the patient or the

treatment of the patient.

Cases where health care providers suspect that, and cases where in- fact, patients

have not disclosed information important fo~ health care, for fear of -prosecution,

compulsory reporting or subsequent subpoena of the records by a court or tribunal.

Cases where the: health- ~are prov-ider has .deliberately Dot rec.ord~d relevaryt qata

for fear that medical or hospital records maybs--subsequei'ftly subpoenaed by a

court or trial and disclosure of the relevant confidence would do disproportionate

damage to the '"patient or his treatment~ ,

Cases in ethnic or other .isolated or clos~knit patient groups· where -disclosure,

either under compulsory reporting provisions or pursuant to subpoena, has led not

merely to embarrassment but to positive harm in the treatment of the patient or

positive damage to the hospital or doctor.

Any other observations on the reform of the law of evidence with pe~spectives from the

witness box will :assist -the Law Reform Commission to put. ror~ard proposals to the

Federal Parliament which do not suffer from lawyerly myopia. It will be vital, as- we move

to reform the laws governing the procedures of our courts, that we take into account the

views of witnesses, litigants and the consuming public generally. On the specific subject

of health care privilege, sound law reform, like sound medical progress, must be based on

detailed factual data. My principal purpose in coming here today is_ to tell you of the way

in which we operate and to ~ppeal for your support and assistance both as health care

providers and as citizens.
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